Uses of the EM algorithm in the analysis of data on HIV/AIDS and other infectious diseases.
The analysis of data on infectious diseases is a natural setting for applications of the EM algorithm, because the infection process is only partially observable. Difficulties in determining the expectation at the E step have been side-stepped by adopting pragmatic models which reflect only part of the mechanism that generates the data. In the HIV/AIDS context the EM algorithm has helped in the reconstruction of the unobserved HIV infection curve, the so-called backprojection problem, as well as in the estimation of the distribution for the incubation period until AIDS, in estimating the infectivity of HIV in partnerships and in estimating parameters describing the decline in the immune system. There is a need for smooth estimates of functions in these applications, suggesting the use of the EMS algorithm or use of the EM algorithm to maximize a penalized likelihood. For data on other infectious diseases the application of the EM algorithm has so far been restricted to analyses of data on the size of outbreaks in a sample of households.